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ABSTRACT
The laws, regulations, and ruling-s--that are common to
all cooperative education programs and that frequently present
problems to coordinators, faculty, administrators, and employers are
briefly explained. The objective is to provide coordinators of
cooperative programs in'education, business, industry, and government
with a discussion of the current interpretation of "these laws by the
various government agencies involved. Contents are as follows:
Uniform Guidelines on Employee Selection Procedure, -unpaid
cooperative assignments,' unemployment compensation, discrimination
-against aliens, workmen's compensation, social security benefits,
employment of foreign students, V.A. benefits, and reciprocity for
motor vehicles licenses. The federal government and the courts have
both defined the college placement function as am employment agency
or service-within the Title',VII definition. The fundamental principle
underlying the employee Selection guidelines is that employer
policies or_ procedures that have an adverse impact on employment,
opportunities of any race, sex, or ethnic group are illegal under
Title VII unless justified by business.necessity..The guidelines.
adopt a rule of thumb known as the "80 percent rule" for' determining
adverse impact fOr use- *n enforcement proceedings. The guidelines
,apply to selection procedures that are used as a basis for any
employment decision, including referral. Unpaid, cooperative
assignments are covered either by the Fair Latioi-Standards ACt, state
-s4.atutes, or federal Department of'Labor regulations. Some cases have
to be handled on an indilidual basis. Cooperative studentS are not
eligible for unemployment compenSation but in most states are covered
by the employer's workmen's compensation for injuries. (SW)
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INTRODUCTION
Presented in this booklet are brief explanatirms of taws, legulations
Coopei any, Education Programs
and which frequently present problems to coordinators, faculty, admin
'sumo's, and enmlnye, s. It is prima, ily intended to provide coordinators
of Cooperative Pimp-ams in education, business, industry, and governIntel pi etarii)ii of those laws by
ment with a iliolission of
the val lolls clove, ornent agencies inyolvPil Many of the laws fall within
and rulings which ;III! COMM1)11 in

whet is commonly called "the employmen? biryne" .1111i anything
administration of COop
that affects employment rieniti ally affects
I
arnihai
ity
with
these
laws,
and .,ith the frequent
erative fr.ducation.
changes in the,' interpretation and apnlicallon, is the resPoPsibility of
the' Cooperative Ft

(.;pordinator.

A word of warnings Although it is unlikely that many government
agencies will take action, other than a 1ntarning, against a Cooperative
Education Department for violation of thriSe laws and iegulations, stu
deirts may take action by suing a coordinator and 'or an institution for
an alleged violation of the students' rights unriqr these laws. In addition,
an employer may be sued because of circumstances which might have
peen avoided rf the cooirlinator had been awaie of the employer's
resounsihili ties. In snore states, exhaustion of remedies through an

acrincY, 'rich as the Civil Rights Commission, of an alleged violation by
a coordinator andlor institution gives the right to the person who made
the complaint to file a lawsuit against the coordinator andior the insti
union.

Evidence of the growing proliferation of lawsuits was in

recent

newspaper article rlescril)ing the malpractice insurance that some relihave
gious denominations have hought tossprotect their clerrty(Acr
been brought against priests, ministers, and rabbis for "burn ariv:ce"
given in either personal counseling or in pulpit sermons. This ma;,-es tne
statement that "anyone can sue anyone for anything for any arnoup.
seem reasonable. It is the cost of the defense of these legal actions that
most people cannot afford.
This booklet does not include many of the legal obligations, such as
the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act, in which a Cooperative
Education Office might be involved. When circumstances arise, you
should consult your institutional regulations And policies and appropri'
ate legal counsel.

Donald C. Hunt
December, 1980
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'UNIFORM GUIDELINES ON EMPLOYEE
SELECTION PROCEDURE
The G111(11,111105, which 1/1!(7111W effective September 25, 1978, were
jointly developed hy the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission,
Department of Litho', Department of Jo Slice, 'and the Civil Service

Commission (now Of fice of PPIS011,r1111 Management). The Guidelines are

based primarily on the numerous opinions giveil in decisions of the
Supreme. Court and the lower courts arising from Idle VII of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964, as amended.
The Guidelines define "Seloction Procedure- its Any measure, combination of measures, of procodure used as a basis for any employment

docision. Selection procedures include the full image of assessment
techniques from traditional paper and pencil tests, performance tests,
training programs 01 probationary periods, and physical, educational,
and i.vork experience requnements through information or casual inter
views-rind unscored application forms, whether administered by the
employer or by an employment agency,"
Under this definition, if an empiiiiver were to request that its signups
major field, GPA, or any
be limited hy any factors, such as degree
other similar educational requirement, the ernol over might have to attest
to the lack of adverse impact of the criteria on,any sex, race, or ethnic
group. When there is an adverse impact, the employer would have to

validate the criteria based on the entry level job in which an applicant
might he placed.
Further, Section 10 of the Guidelines states "An employment agency,
including private employment agencies and state employment agencies
which agrees to a request by an employer or labor organization to devise
and utilize a selection procedure, should follow the standards in these
Where an employment
guidelines for determining adverse impact
agency or service is requested to administer a selection 'program whiCh
has been devised elsewhere and to make referrals pursuant to the results,
the employment agency or service should maintain and have available
evidence of the Impact of the selection and referral procedures which it
administers." Title. VII states, "Employment agency means any person

regularly undertaking, with or without compensation, to procure employees for an employer, or to procure for employees opportunities to
work for an employer, and including an agent of such persons."
Since the federal government and the courts have bosh defined the
college placement. function as an employment agency or service within
the. Title VII definition, Career Planning and Placement Offices would
3

he included under Section 10 of the Guidelines. As Cooperative Education Offices are essentially placement offices within the intent of the
Guidelines and Title VII, inquiry was mad'' renal ding the possibility of
obtaining an exclusion from the Guidelines for counseling and referral of
Cooperative Education students.

In a letter to Dr. John H. Sherrill, University of West Florida, on
Novemher 20, 1979, A. Diane Graham, Assistant Director for Affirmative Employment Programs, Office of Personnel Management, gave the
following opinion:
"I have discussed this matter at length with the drafters of
the Uniform Guidelines. We concluded that coop educa
lion counseling and referral are selection processes within
the meaning of the Guidelines, since they are used by col
leges to enroll students in the program; The Guidelines also
apply to training where training leads to higher level positions, Moreover, it appears that a student's participation in
the program is a mode of employment which falls within
the broad definition of employment set forth within the
Guidplines. Accordingly, it appears that an excursion is onobtainable."
The fundamental principle underlying the Guidelines is that employer policies or procedures which hiwe an adverse impact on employment opportunities of any race, sex, or etnnic group are illegal under
Title VII unless justified by business necessity. The Guidelines adopt a

"rule of thumb" known as the "80 percent rule" for rletermining advverse impact for use in enforcement proceedings. Following is an example of the application of the rule:

APPLICANTS
80 White
40 Black
120 Total
Black Hires
White Hires

HIRES
48 White
12 Black

60 Total
12/40

30 "6

48'80

60%

Black Hires

30

nr,i White Hires

60

4

0.5

When this ratio is less than 0.8 "adverse impact" is considered to exist
.n tho selection process.

This is not a legal definition of discrimination nor can it be applied
automatically. but rather it is a practical device for use by enforcing
agencies, and as a guideline for employers.

If the overall selection process for a particular job category does not
sho:w an adverse impact based on an 80 percent analysis, then the em
plover does not need to look at each component of the process, such as

the interview, GPA, major field, etc., for an adverse impact. The em
oloyei can tidy on this "bottom line" concept to show that the particu'ar overall process is satisfactory.
Hct 'mvPr. if the "bottom line" shows an adverse impact, the employer must analyie each component of the selection process to determine

which criteria produced the adverse impact. Then the employer must
either validate the criteria or eliminate it from the selection process.
Normally most employers specify certain disciplines, majors and
other criteria/as prerequisites to interviewing arid rely upon Cooperative
Education offices to limit inter view scheduling or referrals based upon
these criteria. Many Cooperative Offices have, in the past, accommo
dated employers by reviewing and eliminating the names of those interested students who did not satisfy the criteria specified by the employer. The application of some of these criteria may have had an adverse
impact upon the referral of minorities and women.
The Guidelines apply to selection procedures which are used as a
basis for any employment decision, including referral. Cooperative
Education offices are specifically, covered as "users" under the Guidelines if they select some individuals for referral to an employer and
reject others, and are thus required to validate any selection procedure
having an adverse impact. (A "user" is defined as someone who uses a
selection criteria in making an employment decision.)
By screening to eliminate names of interested candidates who do not
atisfy emoloyerspecified criteria, Cooperative Offices are, in effect,
.

selecting some candidates for referral and rejecting others. If the criteria
on which this selection process is based result in adverse impaCt, thp

Cooperative Office must either validate the criteria or eliminate the
adverse impact.
Conversely, if the office's referral system.involves no selection/rejec-

tion process or, if such process has no adverse impact, the validation
reouirements of the Guidelines are not applicable. Thus, an office could
elicit from students signing up for interviews the types of information
in which an employer has demonstrated an interest, e,g. grade point
averages. majors. disciplines, etc., refer all interested students, and leave
5
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any fin thel ,,cfeening tit rho employer. In this mariner, the office could,
Itet to specified by the
without becoming involved in 0001yliiri

employe', provide the employer oiith the information requited to

rei mine which of the interested candidates referred meet its needs.
These same principles would also apply to the advance referral of

"qualified" candidates to an employer engaging it) affirmative action
the
vherii the "qualification'' specified by the employer is applied by
adverse
Coopet alive Of (ice in compiling IS toterral 11,o and results in
employer's
impact HoWever. II Conperativi Of f ice rItioc, not apply the
available
criteria in making its teferral, hut merely refers all candidates
for tvcrollinortt, it will not have engaged in the selection/rejection Pio.
coy, which ti (coots the application of the Se;, tint' Guidelines.
As an added note on discrimination-and the application of Affirm
of
tive Action Programs by employers. consider the following examp.c

and/
a somewhat normal rnrtuest. In general, under E.E.O.C. regulations
action,
of
an
ernplrpi's
affirmative
or SuPreme Cour t Decisions as part
referral
an employer may legally request hlacks on an interview or
Cooperative
Education
Office
comschedule. On the other hand, if the

plies with this request. the University may he in violation of Title VI or
Title IX of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and/of Supreme Court decisions.
All of these likely occur rences may appear to be rather restrictive
Cool).
and in many instances vet y restrictive in the administration of a
erative Eitor.ation Program, However, there is no need to panic. Rather,

general
a need for Cooperative Education Coordinators to have a
korr.v
`.1,1"'i
it
applies
to
specific
unriei standing of what the law is, to
order to
circumstances, and to (Intel mine what action. is necessary in
under'
important
for
employers
to
avr.:' conflict with the law. It is also

there

stand the limits that face Cooperative Education offices in order to
emplOyer
promote better understanding of the positions of both the
this
Guidelines
and
Title
VII.
Developing
and institution within the
understanding is the obligation of the coordinator.
A copy of the Uniform Guidelines on Employee Selection Procedures
can be obtained by writing to the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission. 2401 E Street, N.W., Washington DC 20037. In addition,
25,
the Gr.udelines were published in the Federal Register on August
1607.
of
Federal
Regulations,
Part
1978, Part IV, and in Vol. 29, Code

.

UNPAID COOPERATIVE ASSIGNMENTS
The Fair Lahor Standards Act contains provisions and standards concerning recorrIkeeping, minimum wages, overtime pay, child labor, and
'qua! nay. These basic requirements apply to employees engaged in

terntate commerce or in the production of goods for interstate com
aed also to empl6yees in certtun enterprises which are so engaged.
.s no special provision in the Act vvhit,11 precludes an employeei'rtsoloyei relationship between a religious, charitable, or nonprofit
.etanization and persons who perform work for such an organization.

Questions arise regarding the existence of an employee employer relat..1.1shio and the application of minimum-wage regulations when Coop.

rative students, interns, and others are away from the campus on
uncompensated work assignments.

Department of Lahor published "Employment ReIationships
The Fair Labor Standards Act" in February 1973, (WH 1297
REV I in which trainees were distinguished from employees as follows:

"The Supreme Court has held that the words "to suffer or
permit to work", as used in the Act to define ''employ", do
not make all persons employees who, without an / express
or implied compensation agreement, may work for their
own advantage on the premises of another. Whether trainees
or students are employees of an employer under the Act will
depend upon all of the circumstances surrounding their activities on th_ premises of the employer. If all of the following Criteria a 'ply, the trainees or students are not employees

within the meaning of the Act:
(1) the t fining, even though it includes actual operation

of the fa .ilities of the employer, is similar to that which
would b given in a vocational school:
(2) the. training is for the benefit of the trainees or students;
(3) the trainees or students do not displace regular em-

ployees, but work under their close observation;
(4) the employer that provides the training derives no
immediate advantage froin the activities of the trainees
or students, and on occasion his operations may actually
be impeded.
(5) the trainees or students are not necessarily entitled
to a job at the conclusion of the training period; and
7

the employer and the trainees nr students understand
that the trainees or students are not entitled to wages for
the time spent in training."
(6)

While most of these criteria impose no problems, Criterion 4 would ap-

pear to limit the training to observertype situations which is not the
pattern of mnst Cooperative Training Assignments.

In general, paramerlical students are excluded from this requirement
when the experience is required to become licensed to practice under
state regulations such as R.N., L.P.N., XRay technicians, lab technicians, medical interns, etc. Pharmacy students are also excluded in their

"externship" courses with either the hospital pharmacy or the community pharmacy. Hospital Administration residents are probably excluded, but there is a pending court decision covering this. Teachercandidates doing student teaching, graduate assister.is in teaching and
research, and other similar educational functinbs are excluded by separate regulations:
Other cases would be handled on an individual basis anti are decided
on the particular circumstance. For example. a communication major is

'Working in a local A B C affiliate TV station as an unpaid intern. The
Department of Labor would probably do nothing if the student was doing the same work that the student might he doing on the campus in a
"laboratory sim lation". The Department of Labot is concerned with
situations where Ithe employer would he Using the student on a regular
and somewhat pemanent basis to perform 'r basic and required function
that normally woUld require a paid employee working on a part-time or
full-time schedule."

The Department of Labor normally does not "police" business, industry, and governMent to uncover minimum wage violations, but only
iriestigates on the complaint of an individual. If there is a normal practice of using interns to provide an opportunity for the interns to acquire
the laboratory knowledge necessary to the practice of the profession,
the Department would generally not take any action.
Those cases not covered by the Fair Labor Standards Act are usually
covered by state statutes which specify minimum wages for employees,
and the regulations\are essentially the same as the Federal regulations.
'The action of the several states is unpredictable, but it is assumed that
the states are not policing the statutes and would only, act on a 'complaint of an individual. However, even if the Department of Labor does

not take any action on the complaint of a student, the student can
bring a lawsuit under the Fair Labor Standards Act against the employer
for minimum wages and punitive damages.

UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION
Unemployment Compensation was established in 1937 and is presently administered under the Federal Unemployment Tax Act of 1970
(F.U.T.A,I, as amendied, and the employment security acts of the several
states. The program is administered by each state and varies according
to the amendments adopted by each state.
Under "Exclusions from Employment" the Federal Act excludes Co-

operative students up to the age of 22 with the following paragraph,
which is also in all the state acts:

"Service performed by an individual unbder the age of 22

who is enrolled, at a nonprofit or public educational institution which normally maintains a regular faculty and
curriculum and normally has a regularly ornantred hody, of
students it attendance at the place where its educational
activities are carried on, as a student in a fulltime program,
taken for credit at the institution, which combines academic
instruction with work experience, if the service is an integral
partof the program, and the institution has so certified to

the employer. This subsection shall not apply to service
performed in a program established for or on behalf of an
employer or group of employers.
In Michigan an additional paragraph has been included under "Exclusion from Employment" which exclikles Cooperative students at
any ilq0 as follows:

"Service performed by a college student of any age, but
only when the student's employment is a formal and accred
ited part of the regular curriculum of his school,"

Several states are currently considering an.amendment similar to the
Michigan amendment, but at this time nonehas been enacted.

As Cooperative students are "excluded from employment" under
the F.U,T.A., employers do not have to pay the Federal or the State
unemployment tax on the student;' wages. Currently the Federal tax is
3.2% of the first $6,000 of annual earnings plus any added amount re-.
nuired by the state. Yet, many employers have failed to take advantage
of this tax savings. One major employer has estimated the savings at
over $2.000,000 in the next five years.
9

, In addition ManyCooperative students illegally collect unemploy
mont C.01711)Pncanon because. apparently, the poi simnel offices of the
employer., ale not "aware that Coopet a nye students are not eligible. The

ornpinyot cannot rely On the state unernnloyment office denying the
student claim, particularly when the employer is improperly payinh the
unemployment tax oh the student's eat rungs.

In Alabama, the form on pages 11 and 12 is used to certify that a
Connotative student's wages are exempt from unemployment tax in
.!i.O.oidance with the above section of the F,U,T,A.
Coordinators of Cooperative Education Programs should make sure
That the employers of their Cooperative students are completely aware
that most Cooperative students are not eligible lot unemployment com-

pensation and that the employer does not ha e to pay unemployment.
tax.

CERTIFICATE. OF PARTICIPATION IN THE COOPERATIVE EDUCATION PROGRAM
FOR EXEMPTION OF UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION

STATE OF ALABAMA

STUDENT
TO

.

S. S. NUMBER

DATE OF BIRTH
Name, S 5 No ,

Name and Address of Employer

Age of Student

This is to certify that the above named student is enrolled at the institution named below and is employed by the above named employer
in connection with a work-study program which combines academic in
struction with work experience.

._

This academic instruction program meets with the requirements set
out in Section 25.4.10 (b) (12) Code of Alabama1975, as amended, (see
below) kit exemption .from Unemployment Tax of the wages paid this
student in connection with this program. So long as the'service performed by this student is in connection with this academic orogram, wages

paid for this service should not be reported for unemployment tax pur
poses and are not subject to Unemployment Tax.

Aca,fornI7C Year

Nanse nl Educational Insttu iron

DY

.

(Title)

Date

"Service per
(Section 2S.4-10 (b) (12), Code of Alabama 1975
formed by an individual under the age of 22 who is enrolled at a nonprofit or public educational institution which normally maintains a reg
tiler faculty and curriculum and normally has a regularly organized
body of sturlimts in attendance at the place where its educational activities are carried on as a student in a full-time program, taken for credit
at such institution, which combines academic instruction with work.
experience, if such service is an integral part of.such program, and such
,institution has so certified to the employer, except this paragraph shall
not apply to service performed in a program established for or on be
half of an employer or group of employers.")

11

Instructions to lostitutions:

This form should be completed. and supplied to the employer on each
student if the following criteria are met:
1.

2
3

The student /participant must he under 72 years of age;
lip nprct he enrolled at an educational institution as a student in
,a full time program,

The academic portion of the program must he taken for credit
institution where he is in attendance;
The educational institution myst he a non-profit or public (not
'a private for profit) institution and must have regular faculty,
curriculurn,.and a regularly organized body of students at the
place where the educational activities are performed. The exclusion would not apply to a correspondence school, etc., or a forprofit institution;
The combining of academic study with work-experience must
at

4.

5.

;

he an I n te qr a I part °Ube. program;.
6.
7.

The work - experience portion must be related to the academic
source of study:
The patticipant\must receive credit for the academic portion,
and.

8.

The educational institution must have certifiedxhat the student
is a participant in such a program.

Instructions to Co-op Employers:

Co op students may he excluded from the Unemployment Compensation Taw if the above criteria is met and certified by the educational

institution. This certification should he retained on file by the

employer for examination by representativeS of the Alabama Department of Industrial Relations or the U.S. Internal Revenue Service. If

the employer fails to produce this certificate upon request, wages
paid to the participant/employee can become taxable.

12

DISCRIMINATION AGAINST ALIENS
The legality of requiring United States citizenship for employment
remains questionable regardless of Supreme Court and District Court
rulings. Charges ofdiscrimination against employers or employment
agencies, including Cooperative Education Offices, are generally brought

under two Ferfeial Statutes, Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964
and Section I of the Civil Rights Act of 1866. In addition, claims are
often filed under state statutes which are substantially identical to Title
VII. The basis of these discrimination claims is frequently that the ac. tion. of the employers had the effect of discriminating on the basis of
the riational origin which is prohibited by Title VII. By requiring United

States citizenship the employer is discriminating against all other national origins.
In 1975 the/Director of Cooperative Education of the University of
Detroit was sued by a Pakistani citizen, who hart "permanent resident"

status in the United States, for alleged disctir,mation on the basis of
national origin. The office had refused to let him interview with three
companies which had specified "citizens only" in their requirements.
Because of the.rulings of the District Courts the University settled the
claim "nut of court" on the advice of legal counsel. The Pakistani had
first filed a complaint with the Michigan Civil Rights Commission, and,
after the Commission found no basis for the complaint, he started the
lawsuit.
The University's legal counsel gave the following advice to the Cooperative Education Office:

"Because of this 5th Circuit decision, we have no alternative but to advise you that any participation in acts of
discrimination against non V.S. citizens by your placement
service may be held to he in violation of the law. Only in
situations where a Federal statute requires an employer
U.S. citizens do we
such as a military service to hiro
th
an employer's refeel that you can safely coope
.enter interviews.
quest to screen aliens from placen.
"In view of the burgeoning volume of civil rights litigation,most employers are extremely sensitive about thdir exposure, and would probably be.!willing to stop requesting
that only citizens be interviewed: Onci; it was explained to
them that such a procedure may place them as well as the
University in violations of the law."
The College Placement Council has advised its employer members to
avoid the use of "citizens only" reqUirements in order to escape possible
liability for citizenship discrimination in employment.

13

WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION
Workmen's compensation laws have been enacted in all the states to
provide specific amounts of recovery by employees for injuries arising
out of or in the course of employment. This underlying principle of
workmen's compensation. is common to all states, but the amounts. of
Payment,. methods of payment, types of injury covered, options open
to employees, and restrictions on both employees and employers vary
considerably under the statutes of the several states.

Workmen's compensation is dependent on the existence of an employee-employer relationship for coverage under the statutes. If a person
is paid for performing useful work, as is the case- of most Cooperative
Education students, the person is generally considered an employee. In
addition .there have been cases where the person was not paid for the
services provided, but an employer-employee relationship was deemed
to exist and the individual came under the statute.

An employee who sustains a work related injury, regardless of the
cause of the injury, can recover medical costs and lost earnings within
the limits set by the statute but not punitive damages or payments for
pain and suffering. The employee can receive this compensation regardless of whether the injury resulted from negligence on the part of the
employe'r or as a result of the, employee's own act.
Workmen's compensation payments are covered by private insurance
underwriting in some states and by state agency insurance pools in
others. The insurance protects thrf employee and at the same time limits
the liability of the employer by maximum payments established in the
statutes. If employees are protected by workmen's compensation, generally they cannot sue the employer for negligence in the civil courts.
Therefore, it would appear that responsibility for the injury of student employees on Cooperative. Education Training assignments would
be covered by the employer's workmen's compensation under the statute of the state where the student is employed.
However, recent statutes in Oregon and Colorado seem to shift this
responsibility for providing workmen's compensation insurance from
the employer to the institution where the Cooperative. Education student is enrolled. The Oregon statute is restrictive and apparently covers
only VocationalTech students, but the Colorado statute covers all Cooperative students, The payment of workmen's compensation premiums
by educational institutions to) students who work as part of the educational programs is mandated by the Colorado statute. According to the
Legal Counsel for the State Division of the Colorado State Compensation
Insurance Fiirid, employers of Cooperative stiirlents do not have to pay
14
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-1_

insurance premiums on students since the school is paying the premium.

On September 10, 1980, Dean Donald C. Hunt of the University of
Detroit, wrote to the Legal Counsel (in Colorado) asking, "How does
this statute apply to institutions outside Colorado;-like the University
of Detroit which have Cooperative Education students. working for
companies in Colorado, like IBM?". On September 17, the Legai) Counsel
replied,

"!Since you are not an insured of the Colorarfo State
Compensation Fund and since I am Chief LegalCounsel for
the State Compensation Fund, I hesitate-to give you legal
advice. Therefore, I am referring your letter for an opinion

to the Director of the Colorado Division of Labor. The
Colorado Division of Labor is the entity in Colorado that
administers the Workmen's Compensation Act."
As of December 18, 1980, no rfply has been received from the Colorado

Division of Libor.
In addition, Hunt wrote to IBM in Boulder, Colorado, regarding
workmen's compensation insurance for Cooperative students and received the following reply:

"The IBM Corporation withholds workmen's compensation tax on taxable wages for all employees including the
employees so described as cooperative students: The excep-

tion to this if, when hired, the cooperative students notify
payroll that a workman's compensation tax is made at their
school, then IBM would not tax those wages.
"We are not currently aware of any .student who is considered as non taxable for workman's compensation."

Inasmuch as the responsibility for payment for compensation insurance on Cooperative Education students from institutions outside of
Colorado is not clear within the Colorado statute, it would seem advisable, not to send Cooperathie students to employers in Colorado in order
to avoid possible institutional liabilities.

As this type of legislation is anactive political issue in most states,
there may he a tendency to expand this type of thinking in workmen's
compensation statutes in other states. Therefore, coordinators and institutions should carefully follow any attempted changes of the statutes
in their respective states. The Colorado statute appears to have caught
the Cooperative Education Coordinators in Colorado by surprise, and
they are now attempting to repeal the statute. Because of the scheduling of he Colorado legislature, the earliest any repeal could he enacted
is 1982.
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SOCIAL'SECURITY BENEFITS
Dependent children. of disabled, deceased. or retired parents. may
receive henefits under the Social Security Act. Full time students, who
are ()If wiwiserfnnhle for these henefits, may receive the benefits until
,they- reach the age of 22. The child's monthly benefit is one-half the insured parent's primary insurance amount it the parent is entitled to disability ri retnement insurance benefits. If the insured parent is dead,
the monthly benefit late is threefourths of the parent's primary insurance amount. However., the benefit paid to a child may be less, if the.
"family_ maximum- applies, and the benefit must be proportionately
redUced.

Tlya child'sansurance benefits may not he payable or may he payable

in part if the child works and earns over the exempt amount. The exempt mounts are S5.000 for the calendar year of 1980, S5,500 for
.1981 and 56,000 for 1982. The excess earnings ale the amounts which
are deducted from the monthly benefits and are equal to one-half the;
amount the heneficlary's earnings exceed the exempt amounts. For ex- \`
ample, if a stinient earns S7,000 in 1980, the i:ycess earnings would be
S2.000 and the benefits would he reduced by 51,000.
Cooperative Education students recenang Social Security Benefits
must cootinually watch then earnings and the henefits they are receiving. If the student in the above example was rn school for the first two
quarters of 1980 and at work on a cooperative assignment during the
third and fourth quarters, the student would have to return S1,000, if
the student did not notify the Social Security office when his earnings.
reacherl S5,000.
It is suclested that coordinators advise students receiving Social Se-

curity Benefits of these regulations in order to mimmize their financial
problems.
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EMPLOYMENT OF FOREIGN STUDENTS
Over the years the question of whether or not foreign students (stu
dents with F1 visas) are eligible to participate in Cooperative Educa
tion programs has produced almost as manwopinions'as there are Dis
.trict Officec of the Immigration and Naturalization Service. The controlling irt'strument is the Immigration Service Form 1-538, Application
by Nonimmigrant Student (F1) for Permission to Accept Employment
or Practical Training. Following are the specific regulations from the instructions on the application:

Paragraph Ea, Eligibility
A nonimmigrant student is not permitted to work for a
wage or salary or to engage in a business while in the
United States unless permission to do so has first been
granted by the Immigration and Naturalization Service.
Paragraph C, Practical Training

(1) Not more than sixty days prior to and not later than
thirty days after completion of studies or graduation,
you may request permission to accept or continue employment in order to obtain practical training in your
field of study. Such application may be made more than
sixty days prior to completion only 6f you are attending

a college, university or seminary which certifies that it
requires practical training for all degree candidates in a
specified professional field, and that !volt area candidate

for a degree in that field. An authorized school official

must certify in Part IV of this form that the employ
ment is recommended for practical training in your field
of study. That official must also certify that he/she believes that practical training is not available tr, /tau in
your country of foreign residence.
(2)

(3) Students enrolled in a college, university, or seminary
having alternate work -study courses as part of its regular

prescribed curriculum may participate in such courses
without change of status and without filing an applica-

tion for permission to accept employment, provided
such periods of actual employment shall be considered
as practical training. The work must he in a field related
to your course of study. For students who have engaged
17

school insist be submitted with the application stating
the number of hours ah.Latuclent has participated in offcampus employment, a description of.the duties, and the
name and address of the employer.
These regulations present some confusing circumstances. In C-1 it
appears that-students- in a mandatory Cooperative Program would quali-

fy for permissioh to work, but in C-3 the restriction of "work must be
in a field related to ybur course of study" could he lirniting for some.
arts and business students. In addition, it is not clear whether or not the
''definition'' in C3 refers to a mandatory program. Regardless of What.

it means, it clearly states that the students "may participate in such
courses .- without filing an application" whereas C1 implies that an
application must he filed. In addition, ' .ter in C3 there is reference to
"the application".
.

.

lnasmuch.as thn regulations are not clear, the Instructions Officer at
the Immigration and Naturalization headquarters in Washington implied
that it was not practical to have foreign students in Cooperative Education Programs regardless of the circumstances. He practically ruled out
any cooperative work situation for students in the Humanities and in
General BuSiness.and took a dim view of students in Science and Engineering, even if the program was mandatory as described in C1 or C-3.

On the other hand, it was the Opinion of a District Officer that an
application should he filed, and, if approved, either a notation would be

made on the student's Form 1-94, or a letter would he issued which
would authorize a student to be employed on a Cooperative Education
'assignment. (Form 1.94 is the card which the foreign student must carry
with him at all times) This would give the foreign student the security
of a verification of his authorisation to work which he would not have
if he did not file.the application.
In addition, the District Office pointed out the restrictive clau5e in

C-3, and that the Immigration Service would take a much narrower
point of view as to what was related to.the course of study than would
an institution'. This limitation would eliminate many liberal arts programs which are career related, but not course related.,

Based on rr:iny years of experience with foreign students in CoopPro erative Education, it is the opinion of the writer that Cooperative ProsIdtubdieyavpor
tswsohrokuriloyfifs-acsatnul
students
grams for F
.

It- is more practical for foreign students' to complete their academic
rogram and then take advantage of the year of training in the United
tates that is permitted by Immigration regulations.
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V. A. BENEFITS

/

Veterans wishing to combine academic training and practical work
experience can receive full time ecluCational benefits for the work experience as well as for enrollment in academic courses, when the courses
and work experience are formally a part of a Cooperative course recognized by the school the veteran is attending.

The state approval agency, having jurisdiction over the enrolling
school, must give, its approval to the Cooperative course, before veterans
education benefits can he paid to a veteran in the role of a Cooperative

student. While the Veterans Administration does not participate in the
decision making process, its regulations suggest some of the questions
the state approval Irjency ,v111 dSk 11(!tori .ritililt.11(1,1011roVal to a Cooper

ative Program.
Is( the alternate in-school (ipstitutional phase) period at least as long
as the alternate period (work phas,i), in the business or industrial
establishment?

Has the prograrh for which approval is srmght been promoted as a
Cooperative Program in the school catalogue or other literature of
the school?

- Has the school insured that employment during the alternate periods
will be available to Cooperative students and that the employment
will be supervised as to content?
--

Will completion of the on-the-job (alternate phase) portion of the
program result in a determination by the school that the student has
completer) a part of the required work for a degree or diploma?

The work experience phase of each program must he viewed as supplementary to the in-school portion of the course and must bear a real
and substantial 'relation to the academic courses being pursued by the
student.
Every veteran participating in a state approved Cooperative Education

Program has the option of either accepting payment at the cooperative
rate for both the work and institutional phases or receiving payment at
the regular veterans rate, but only for the in-school periods. Once a veteran is certified as a Cooperative -student, he can ;begin with the institutional phase or 'the work phase, but he must complete both phases be..
fore again having the right to elect how future benefits will be paid.
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MONTHLY EDUCATIONAL. RATES
(Effective 1.1 811
F:(i.
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fuAtL
S 342
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S 464

'S
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S 276

one rletwmierit
to/0 dependents

S 32:3

ear:11,1,1(10mnd'

S

S 367
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In order to doter-num. trThoth.,, the ',' !s to arly,mtant' it receiving Co.
onerato:e 'ate benefits, one must Ask in' each incl;i:Artal case, what is the
immodiate hriancaal need of the veioian7 The niirciple advantage of the

cooperative rat. Sc that it is enniinuotr, If the veteran leuitires a con
t,niipirs payment during the writ k and institime it phases, then the
cooperative ,ate should be used.

The amount of entitlement to the Vetelan Administration educaen,tl benehts accrued by a veteran must also he considered when evaluating the merits of cooperative rate benefits. Veterans who served on
active duty for mote than 160 continuous days (or weirr, released with a
vic.. conner.16,r1 disability), any part of which occurred after January
31, 1955 but befr)r. January 1, 1977, accrued entH dement at the rate of

.,ionth ol,active duty, 1,Vhen the veteran served 18
1,1 '2
months, ben,ifits ,.virre fixed at a maximum 45 mouths. However, all
veterans must use their benefits within 10 years of the clay they are re
leased horn active duty.
Thenurnher of months entitlement a veteran ha< remaining and the

amount of time remaining in which to use this entitlement becomes
very important in deciding whether to use cooperative rate benefits or
not. If a veteran's ten years tinie limit is running cut, continuous payments through the cooperative rate may he best. If the veteran has a
limiterd amount of entitlement remaining but years in which to use it,
then the regular institutional rate may be of greater value to the vetr:ran.
Ultimately, the veteran's final decision on which henefit to use will be
based on a mixture of personal need and maximum use of his or her
remaining benefits..
Veterans who enlisted after January 1, 1977 should contact the nearest V. A. office for information on their educatiOnal nenefits.
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RECIPROCITY FOR MOTOR VEHICLE LICENSES
In 1968 the Cooperative Education Association preSented a copy of

a resolution to the American Association of Motor
hide Administrators asking the latter Association to waive any requirements requiring re iegistratton of a motor vehicle, obtaining a local driver's license,
and local insurance, when the student crosses state lines for cooperative
work provided these items had been properly taken care of in the student's home state or the state in which the student attends College.

The American Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators adopted
the resolution, with some modification. Today the Cooperative Educa
tion Association will supply educational institutions with copies of this
resolution in folder form. Cooperative Education students are requested
to carry a copy of the folder whenever operating a motor vehicle in a
state other than the, one where they Obtained a valid registration, driver's
license, or motor vehicle insurance.

Most states honor this resolution
but not all. The copy carried
should be presented to the traffic officer whenever the student is
stopped, and before being ticketed, and if the officer does not honor
thP resolution, then it should he presented to the court. In the event
the student is not grant,r1 relief, the Cooperative Education Association
should be notified via the student's Cooperative Education Program
administrator.

For single copies of the resolution write:
Cooperative Education Association
247 Alumni Center
Indiana State University
Terre Haute, IN 47809
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